We agree with Cao et al. that methods for sampling dust are insufficiently uniform between research groups and can be improved (Allen 2008a; [@r3]). By using refined dust sampling methods we should be able to reduce exposure measurement error, likely random, leading to increased associations with exposure biomarkers. We have conducted several studies on polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) investigating methods of dust sampling, the relationship between dust concentrations and potential sources of PBDEs, dust concentrations and biomarkers of exposure, and the use of handwipes as an intermediary step ([@r1], [@r2]; [@r4]; [@r6], [@r7]; [@r10]). It is worth noting that dust sampling for environmental chemicals can have several purposes, including exposure assessment and characterization of sources. Dust sampling is also subject to a number of practical constraints such as sampling logistics and the requirement for sufficient mass of dust for adequate quantification of target compounds. We believe hand-wipes represent a more biologically relevant measure of indoor exposure for PBDEs than dust sampled from the floor of a room. Handwipes may also represent exposure experienced by direct contact with PBDE-treated sources. In addition, handwipes may integrate exposure across multiple microenvironments ([@r6], [@r7]). We agree that the dust particle size is likely to play a role in exposure to PBDEs, and this factor has received relatively little attention in the past. Recent work by [@r9] suggests that, on average, semi-volatile organic compounds (including relatively more volatile pentaBDE congeners) are distributed in a room between air, dust, and surface films roughly as expected by equilibrium partitioning. The levels of pentaBDEs in all of these sampling media are therefore likely to show associations with body burden, although refinement of sampling methods may improve associations. The situation may be different for BDE-209, the main constituent of decaBDE that is essentially non-volatile at room temperature. It may escape from products via friability rather than volatilization ([@r8]). The particle size distribution of BDE-209 in dust may be different than that of pentaBDEs. Finally, researchers and risk assessors estimate exposure to chemicals in dust by multiplying dust concentrations by highly uncertain exposure factors for dust ingestion (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2011). Additional research on dust ingestion factors is needed.
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